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Mr. Sudbury

� A force is a push or pull that can cause a 
change in motion.

� Forces cause acceleration. 
◦ Increasing velocity, decreasing velocity or changing 
direction.

� If you whirl a can on a 
string around your head, 
you must continuously 
pull on the string.

� You pull inward on the 
string to keep the can 
moving in a circular path.

� The moon is pulled 
“inward” by gravity which 
keeps it on a circular path 
around the earth.

� Any force that causes an object 
to follow a circular path is 
called a centripetal forcecentripetal forcecentripetal forcecentripetal force.

� Centripetal means “center“center“center“center----
seeking”seeking”seeking”seeking” or “toward the center.”“toward the center.”“toward the center.”“toward the center.”

� Without a centripetal force, 
objects would not continue in a 
circle, but travel in a direction 
tangent to the circle.

� Centripetal force can be any 
force directed at a right angle 
to the path of a moving object 
that tends to produce circular 
motion.

� Centripetal force of a car in a 
turn comes from the friction 
of the tires.

� If there is no friction or a loss 
of traction, the car will 
continue in a direction 
tangent to the curve of the 
circle.
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� Washing Washing Washing Washing 
machine machine machine machine – the 
clothes are 
forced in a circle, 
but the water is 
not.

� CentrifugeCentrifugeCentrifugeCentrifuge –
separate 
substances by 
their density.

� The outward force attributed 
to circular motion called is 
centrifugal forcecentrifugal forcecentrifugal forcecentrifugal force.

� Centrifugal means “center“center“center“center----
fleeingfleeingfleeingfleeing” ” ” ” or “away from the “away from the “away from the “away from the 
center.”center.”center.”center.”

� Centriffffugal force is 
imaginary… 

it is simply the inertia of a 
moving object that wants to 
move in a direction tangent 
to the circle.

� The centripetal force on the can comes from 
the string’s tension.

� The swinging can 
provides the 
centripetal force 
necessary to hold the 
ladybug in a circular 
path.

� The ladybug feels 
like he is held to the 
bottom of the can by 
a “centrifugal force” 
which feels like 
gravity to the lady 
bug.
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� At the centripetal 
force is at least 
equal to the weight 
of the water.

� Because the bucket 
is revolving, the 
water moves 
tangentially as it 
falls.

� Centripetal vs. Centrifugal


